Lefmann, H., Non t-intersecting families of linear spaces over GF(q), Discrete Mathematics 89 (1991) 173-183. Let n, s, t be nonnegative integers with s L t < n and let V be an n-dimensional linear space over some finite field GF(q).
Introduction
Answering a question of Erdiis [3] on the maximum size of families 9 of finite sets, for which no two members F, F' E 9 intersect in exactly t elements, Frank1 and Fiiredi [6] proved the following. This also generalizes former results of Katona [lo] , who proved the case s = 0 and t arbitrary, and of Frank1 [5] , who does it for s = t = 1. In this paper we prove the corresponding vector space version of Theorem 1.1. Let V be an n-dimensional linear space over GF(q). For integers k let [& be the set of k-dimensional linear subspaces of GF(q). Notice that Theorem 1.2 also generalizes former results of Engel [2] , who considered the case s = t = 0 and of this author [ll] , who proved it for s = 0 and arbitrary t.
Proofs
In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we use the linear algebra approach. This turned out to be an appropriate tool concerning combinatorial extremal problems on families having certain intersection properties, compare Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [12], Frank1 and Singhi [8] or Frank1 and Graham [7] .
Let n be a nonnegative integer. Let V be an n-dimensional linear space over GF(q). For families 9, 59~ lJzo [y], of linear subspaces of V let M(9, 3) be the ) 9) x 131 matrix with rows indexed by F E 9 and columns by G E 93 and general entries m(F, G), where
Moreover, for nonnegative integers k c n let UsFforsomeFe.9 I be the lower k-shadow of 9. The following theorem exhibits connections between non t-intersecting families 9 c U;=,, [I] , and linear algebra. A corresponding result for families of finite sets has been proven by Frank1 and Singhi [S] .
Theorem 2.1. Let k, n, t be nonnegative integers with max{t + 2, 2t + l} < k s n.
Let V be an n-dimensional linear space over GF(q). Let 9 s [L], be a family of k-dimensional linear subspaces of V such that dim(F tl F') # t for all F, F' E 9'.
Then the columns of the matrix M(%k--r_-l, 9) are linear independent over the rationals Q!.
For the proof of 2.1 we use the following number theoretic result of Bang [l], c.f. also Zsigmondy [13] , which is also of relevance in the theory of finite linear groups. For primes p and positive integers x let ord,(x) denote the order of x in the field $ of residues modulo p, i.e. ord,(x) is the least positive integer n with x" = 1 modp. Zsigmondy [13] ). For every pair (n, x) of positive integers with n, x 3 2, which satisfies (i) (n, x) # (6, 2) or (ii) IZ = 2 and (x + 1) not a power of 2, there exists a prime p such that ord,(x) = n.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 9 G [:I, be a family such that dim(F n F') # t for all F, F' E 9. At first we consider the case k -t 2 3 and (k -t, q) # (6, 2). By Theorem 2.2 there exists a prime p with ord,(q) = k -t. Suppose to the contrary that the columns of M(Sk_-l_-l, 9) are linear dependent over Q. Then there exist integers (YF, not all zero, with F E 9 such that
that aF* f 0 modp for F* E 8 fixed. Let j be a nonnegative integer with j 6 k -t -1. By (2.1.1) for every X E 9$ it is valid Summing up these equations for X E [y], yields c c +=z:5a,'(dim(Fj"F*)) =o. Let g : N-, Q be a function, where IV = (0, 1,2, . . .}, defined by g(x) = II,"_;:, (qx-' -1). Obviously, it is g(x) = 0 for integers t <x C k. For integers x with 0 s x < I we have by choice of the prime p that
iLX since k 3 2t + 1. On the other hand,
since ord,(q) = k -t. Choose rationals AO, AI, . . . , Ak_-l_-l E Q such that for all x E N. Multiplication of (2. which is again a contradiction and, finally, proves the theorem. 0
The next result, which is due to Frank1 and Graham [7] , exhibits the connection between the linear independence of the columns of incidence matrices M(e, 9) and the shadows of families 9. Now we come to the proof of the main theorem. For the case s = t = 0 a q-analog of Katona's theorem [lo] on finite sets has been given by Engel [2] . A full q-analog, i.e. s = 0 and t arbitrary was given by this author. For a subset Y& E &k U iBk let P( (e,) = {X E & U Bk ) {C, X} E iSk for some C E V&e,) be the set of neighbours of %'k in %k. Since each element C E .&k U BK has exactly qk+-') neighbours in %k, it follows ir('e,)i 2 q(n-_k).k i%ke,l * qk+-k)= ,% , k .
By the well-known marriage theorem there exist one-to-one mappings fk : [ 11, + [n!!k]s with dim(Unf,(U)) =0 for all U E [HI,. Put %(X) = {fk(u) 1 U E 2X}.
Fact.

~.l~(k)l+l~(n-k+t)l~(n_~+t)
4 9 for all 2t + 1 c k < q. (2.6.1)
Proof of Fact. We show first 9(k),_, n %(%@I -k + t)) = 0. Suppose that there exist F E 9(n -k + t) and G E 9(k) with fn-k+r(
where F v G denotes the span of F and G. As F and fn_k+r(F) are complementary, this implies dim(F tl G) = t, contradicting the assumption on 9. Thus IWM + Is(n -k + 91 s (," ,).
By Theorem 2.1 and 2.3 it is IS(k),-tl~ $$ which proves the fact. 0
IW)l
Now we consider the case where n + t = 0 mod 2 and k = (n + t)/2. Let ( -, . ): V2+ GF(q) be a scalar product. Since xI < n -t -1 for n > 21+ t + 2 we can apply (2.6.1) and obtain
Consequently
ImJl + I@@ + t -%)I for some fixed S E [n " 1],. This proves the theorem. 0
